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About This Game

Last Will is a reverse Escape Room game, where you need to get into the center of a grand old mansion, made by a eccentric
and paranoid old professor.

The player will be tested in all manner of skills like logic, perception, maths, communication, timing and riddles.

The game can be played alone, or in teams of up to 4 players. The mansion is randomly generated each time, and the difficulty
will mold to the player.

The game can be played in ESCAPE ROOM mode with a countdown clock, or in FREE PLAY where you can set your own
pace.

The game has some mild paranormal undertones, without going all out on a horror limb.

Features

Randomly generated mansion and puzzles, for increased replayability.

20+ different puzzle types.

Easy and simple movement and UI, putting the focus on solving the puzzles.

16 beautiful mansion rooms, with more added over time.

New puzzles, challenges and rooms added bi-weekly.
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Work together in 4-player multiplayer.

Flexible hint system makes sure you don't get absolutely stuck.

Enter the mansion alone or invite your friends along for the ride, and solve puzzles together in a team up to 4 players.
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Title: Last Will
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
LizardFactory
Publisher:
LizardFactory
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q8400

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 1GB / Radeon R7 250X 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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its just so good, its imposubru to not use.. I really enjoyed this game. Although the game is quite short I feel like it is quite
entertaining and I would like to see a sequel. I definatley recomend that anyone should at the very least give this game a try..
Haven't finished it yet but i can already tell it's a good one. Has the kind of humor i think everyone can appreciate. 10/10 will
remove an arrow from an old man's♥♥♥♥♥♥♥again.. Mindless Running is a fun little game that reminds me mostly of the
period of time when mobile games similar to this style popped up everywhere. It's fast-paced, hard, and doesn't hesitate to start
off strong. Getting an Achievement may be the first thing you do in this game. That pretty much sets the tone. This is very
simple in all ways. You literally point and click, there are no alternate functions for the mouse. The inventory does allow you to
combine a couple of things, but it is so simple and small it is part of the control panel. The characters are mostly silly in
unamusing ways. Most of the map areas have one thing to do and then are just travel space. That makes this game really short.
Neither the greater story nor the action in the game was interesting or appealing. I played it until all the Steam cards dropped
and now feel I have no reason to play it again.

If you bother to investigate everything and every line of dialogue, as would be standard in a good adventure game, you can find
a very long speech about the setting in general and the Order of the Thorne (insert over-dramatic eighties music here. sigh) in
particular. At the end it has a blurb for the next game that you cannot click past. That makes this feel like an ad rather than
something to buy. That's my recommendation on this game: it's a big ad, get it on sale if you really feel you have to get it at all.
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For a Worms game presumably released after Armageddon, it's surprisingly not terrible.. Just watch WTF is Citadels by Total
Biscuit on Youtube. He pretty much somes it up.. Having enjoyed Hexcells and Squarecells, I had to try out CrossCells, another
game by Matthew Brown. Admittedly, I enjoyed this one less than the others, but that's probably due to the focus on math. I
mean, it's not calculus or anything, but ugh. Math. Still worth owning, especially if you're a fan of Brown's other logic games. I'd
recommend playing the others (Hexcells, Squarecells) first, but that's just me and my utter lack of ability where math is
concerned.. I crafted a badge and it gave me a -90% coupon and ended up getting the game for $0.11. I have played almost 4hrs
and god honest truth it's quite fun to play casually. I'd recommend picking it up and you have 500 achievements to get to boot!!.
Sorry but not worth the 57p. Pretty awesome pack, including Black Suit
Even though I hope for more stuff, still fun to mess around. A smartphone game for basically steam..as far as it looks. It has
some easy to medium achievements to receive. This makes it a good game for achievo hunters, but some of them might be hard
to get.

The game itself though, is too short, and not much fun by yourself. There is local-co-op that looks fun, but i only live by myself
so not to try it with other people. Anwyays, take my review as you please. This is why i do not recommend this game:

Too short
To easy to beat some parts, but other parts very hard...the difficulty changes level to level.

Also, only get this game on sale, it is not worth it full price.
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